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Optical single-channel recording by imaging Ca2+ flux through individual
ion channels: theoretical considerations and limits to resolution
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Abstract

Recent developments in microscopy and fluorescent indicators now make it possible to monitor the activity and localization of membrane
ion channels by imaging Ca2+ flux through individual channels. Such optical approaches have advantages over electrophysiological single-
channel techniques in that they are less invasive, provide spatial information and can simultaneously and independently monitor hundreds
of channels. However, their kinetic resolution does not yet approach that of patch-clamp recordings. To help understand the processes that
determine the temporal resolution and noise level of single-channel Ca2+ fluorescence signals (SCCaFTs), we simulated the microdomains
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f Ca ions and Ca -bound indicator dye that exist around the mouth of an open channel. Further, as an aid to development of
ptical techniques, we modeled the dependence of the amplitude and kinetics of SCCaFTs on parameters such as the imaging

ndicator concentration, affinity and mobility, and the presence of endogenous and exogenous Ca2+ buffers. The results indicate that un
ptimal conditions, including the use of confocal or total-internal reflection microscopy to image from sub-femtolitre volumes, S
hould resolve channel openings as brief as 1 ms with a signal-to-noise ratio >10.
2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Improvements in fluorescence imaging technology and
a2+-sensitive probes have advanced to the point where it is
ow routinely possible to detect the Ca2+ flux through single
a2+-permeable ion channels[1–3]. Resolution of such ‘fun-
amental’ Ca2+ signals[4] was first achieved imaging Ca2+

iberation from intracellular stores through inositol trisphos-
hate receptors (“blips”)[5] and through ryanodine recep-

ors (“quarks”) [6]. However, although these events were
resumed to reflect single-channel activity based on their
agnitudes and other characteristics, there was no defini-

ive proof that this was indeed the case. Subsequent ex-

Abbreviations:FWHM, full-width at half-maximal amplitude; SCCaFT,
ingle-channel calcium fluorescent transient; SCCaT, single-channel cal-
ium transient; p.s.f., point-spread function; c.c.d., charge coupled device;
IRFM, total-internal reflection microscopy; SNR, signal-to-noise ratio
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periments in which fluorescence signals were image
multaneously with patch-clamp measurements of sin
channel currents[7–10] thus represented an important
vance, and established the utility of optical imaging a
means to monitor the functioning of single Ca2+-permeable
channels.

The emphasis of most studies to date has concerne
physiological relevance of the microdomains of Ca2+ in the
cytosol around an open Ca2+ channel: for example, their rol
in triggering Ca2+-induced Ca2+ release from intracellula
stores in cardiac muscle[10,11]; the spatio-temporal activ
tion of Ca2+-dependent K+ channels[12]; and the mappin
of channels on the plasma membrane[1,2]. A different as
pect, on which we have focused[2,13–15], is the applicatio
of imaging techniques to monitor single-channel Ca2+ mi-
crodomains with high spatial and temporal resolution, s
to obtain single-channel recordings analogous to thos
tained by electrophysiological patch-clamp techniques.

The invention of the patch-clamp technique[16] revolu-
tionized our understanding of ion channel function by per
143-4160/$ – see front matter © 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.ceca.2004.10.008
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ting measurements of the currents flowing through single ion
channels with sub-pA and sub-ms resolution. Nevertheless,
patch-clamping has a number of drawbacks, and the devel-
opment of optical modalities for monitoring single-channel
activity promises a complementary approach with specific
advantages. The relative advantages and limitations of optical
single-channel recording have recently been reviewed[1–3].
In brief, major strengths include a parallel readout from nu-
merous channels, the ability to map channel locations with
sub-�m precision, and the fact that imaging techniques are
relatively non-invasive and can monitor intracellular channels
that are inaccessible to a patch-pipette. Present limitations of
optical single-channel recording methods include their re-
striction to Ca2+-permeable channels, imperfect quantifica-
tion of single-channel current (Ca2+ flux), and poor temporal
resolution as compared to patch-clamp recordings.

Several techniques have been used to image single-
channel Ca2+ signals, including wide-field microscopy[7–9];
confocal linescan microscopy[10,13]; and total-internal re-
flection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy[14]. Each has par-
ticular advantages, but none as yet approaches the kinetic
resolution possible with patch-clamping. In part, this is due
to instrumental limitations—such as the speed of the confocal
scanner or the frame rate of the imaging camera. However,
more fundamental limits are set by the very nature of the in-
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[7]. In earlier publications describing signals mediated by
voltage-gated N-type channels we followed the ‘sparklets’
nomenclature coined by Wang et al.[10]. However, exten-
sion of our studies to include ligand-gated channels has now
rendered that nomenclature inappropriate. Moreover, we feel
that it is important to clearly distinguish between the Ca2+

microdomain itself, and its reflection as visualized (after con-
siderable blurring by diffusion and optical diffraction) by
fluorescence imaging. We have thus adopted SCCaFT (pro-
nouncedskaft) to refer to the resulting fluorescence signal
reported by a Ca2+-sensitive probe, and propose ‘SCCaT’
(single-channel Ca2+ transient:skat) as a generic term to re-
fer to the local microdomain of Ca2+ created by the opening
of a single Ca2+-permeable channel.

3. Single-channel imaging modalities

3.1. Probes of channel conformation versus probes of
ion flux

Two very different approaches have been taken regarding
optical probes for monitoring single-channel activity. One in-
volves genetically engineered or exogenous fluorophores that
sense conformational changes in channel structure associated
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racellular fluorescence Casignal itself. How rapidly doe
he local cytosolic free [Ca2+] around a channel rise and f
s the channel opens and closes? How fast can a fluor
robe track these changes? How are the observed flu
ence signals blurred and slowed by the combined ef
f diffusion and diffraction-limited imaging? To what exte
oes photon shot noise degrade the signal? Here, we e

hese processes by using a computer model to numer
imulate the Ca2+ microdomains and corresponding fluor
ence signals resulting from single-channel openings.
ims are to establish the fundamental limits to resolutio
y physical–chemical and optical constraints, and to g

he improvement of optical single-channel imaging meth
logies by exploring how parameters such as imaging vo
nd probe characteristics can be ‘tuned’ to provide opt
esolution.

. Nomenclature

The terminology used to describe localized cellular C2+

ignals has evolved in a haphazard fashion, and the liter
ow holds a bestiary of at least 13 different terms for s
vents (summarized in[3]). Among those applied to singl
hannel cytosolic Ca2+ signals (as opposed to signals aris
rom concerted activity of clustered channels) are names
ific for particular channel types: ‘blips’ for inositol trisph
phate receptors[5], ‘quarks’ for ryanodine receptors[6],
nd ‘sparklets’ for voltage-gated plasma membrane cha

10]; as well as the generic terms ‘fundamental events[4]
nd ‘SCCaFTs’ (single-channel Ca2+ fluorescence transien
t

ith gating or pore opening[17]. This method is powerfu
n that it can provide mechanistic insights into the molec
etails of channel function, but its utility for tracking chan
penings and closings with good time resolution is seve

imited because only one or a few fluorophore molecules
e attached to each channel. Fluorescence signals, are

ore, weak, and the strong excitation required to evoke s
ient emitted photons raises problems of photobleachin
hototoxicity. Instead, we concentrate here on the use o
rescent probes that sense Ca2+ ions that have entered t
ytosol through individual plasma membrane ion chan
his approach has the great advantage of providing in
nt amplification. Hundreds or thousands of Ca2+ ions pas

hrough an open channel each millisecond. An apprec
raction of these will bind to indicator molecules, each
hich can then be excited to emit numerous photons.

.2. Kinetic resolution

The temporal resolution that can be achieved by m
oring SCCaFTs depends strongly on the volume of cyt
rom which the fluorescence is monitored. Channel ope
nd closing results in large (tens of�M) and rapid (<1 ms
hanges in free [Ca2+] in the immediate vicinity of the chan
el mouth, but these become greatly damped at incre
istances from the channel. Most single-channel Ca2+ imag-

ng studies[7–14] have thus employed optical techniq
esigned to reject out-of-focus fluorescence and monito
rescence from as small a volume as possible aroun
hannel. The best temporal resolution achieved to date i
ay is about 5–10 ms[15]. In contrast, Singer and colleagu
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[1,7–9] have used wide-field epifluorescence microscopy,
which provides little rejection of out-of-focus fluorescence
and a poorer time resolution.

3.3. Estimation of Ca2+ current

The fluorescence magnitude of SCCaFTs cannot readily
be used to calculate the local free [Ca2+] (molar) or the to-
tal Ca2+ flux (moles) during single-channel events. One dif-
ficulty is that studies to data have used visible-wavelength
indicators, such as Oregon Green and Fluo-4, which have the
advantage of displaying a huge fluorescence increase on bind-
ing Ca2+ but cannot provide true ratiometric measurements as
with fura-2. More importantly, the gradients of Ca2+-bound
indicator around a channel may be narrower than can be re-
solved by optical microscopy and change rapidly with time,
so that dye calibrations based on steady-state measurements
are inapplicable. The amplitudes of SCCaFTs are thus heav-
ily influenced by poorly known parameters such as the mi-
croscope point-spread function (p.s.f.), whether or not the
event is captured in focus, and the binding kinetics of the
indicator and endogenous cellular Ca2+ buffers. To circum-
vent this problem, we introduced the concept of ‘signal mass’
[18], representing an integral of the Ca2+ dependent fluores-
cence throughout a cellular volume sufficiently large to cap-
t ignal
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Fig. 1. Simulation of the temporal and spatial distributions of free Ca2+ and
Ca2+-bound indicator in the cytoplasm around a single plasma membrane
channel, using the ‘standard’ parameter values listed in Table 1. (A) Sketch
illustrates the geometry of the model. (B) Time course of changes in free
[Ca2+] measured within a 50 nm grid element centered on the channel, and
in grid elements at various distances from the channel as indicated in nm.
Bar marks the duration of the channel opening. (C) Spatial profiles of free
[Ca2+] around the channel measured just before the channel closed (t= 0.0),
and at times of 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1 and 2 ms after channel closing. (D and E)
Corresponding measurements of temporal and spatial profiles of [FluoCa].

4.1. The model

We simulate the propagation of Ca2+ through-
out a cuboid cytosolic space with dimensions of
4.05�m× 4.05�m× 2.05�m, divided into cubic (50 nm
side) grid elements (Fig. 1A). The bottom of this volume
represents the plasma membrane, with a single Ca2+ channel
located at its center (the origin of the model coordinate
space). A no-flux boundary condition is applied at the
plasma membrane, whereas the concentrations of all signal
species are held constant at their resting levels at the other
five boundaries.
ure the entire signal. The rate of rise of the SCCaFT s
ass is expected to be directly proportional to the und

ng Ca2+ current, and its peak proportional to the total C2+

nflux [8,9,12,18,19]. The signal mass approach was o
ally applied to linescan confocal images by extrapola

he integral of the one-dimensional data to three spatia
ensions[18,19], but was later adapted to wide-field ima

1,7–9]. In the latter case fluorescence is captured from
ntire thickness of the cell, so that calculation of the si
ass involves no more than summing the fluorescenc

rease over all pixels. The rate of rise of signal mass obta
n this way provides a good measure of underlying C2+

urrent, irrespective of whether the event is in sharp f
9].

. Numerical modeling of SCCaTs and SCCaFTs

As an aid to developing appropriate technology to v
lize SCCaTs and interpret the resulting fluorescence
ges we describe here a mathematical model to simula
xpected kinetics and spatial distribution of Ca2+ and Ca2+-
ound indicator in the cytosol adjacent to a plasma memb
a2+ channel. Similar approaches have been used befo
etermine how the spatio-temporal profiles of free cyt

ic [Ca2+] may regulate cellular functions such as ves
usion and ion channel activation[20–23]. Different from
his, we explore the spatio-temporal profiles of the C2+-
ound indicator, and the resulting fluorescence signa

hey would be visualized by different modalities of lig
icroscope.
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Table 1
‘Standard’ parameter values used for simulations

Parameter Value Unit Notes/references

Cytosol structure
Height of the cytosol 2.05 �m
Length of the cytosol 4.05 �m
Width of the cytosol 4.05 �m

Free Ca2+

Diffusion coefficient (D) 200 �m2 s−1 [29]
Resting concentration [Ca2+]Rest 0.05 �M

Fluo indicator (Fluo-4 dextran)
Diffusion coefficient (DCaF) 15 �m2 s−1 Assuming MW = 10 kD
Total concentration ([Fluo]T) 40 �M [13]
Dissociation constant (κF) 3.0 �M [30]
On-rate (αF) 150 �M−1 s−1 Assumed same as Fluo-3;[25]
Off-rate (βF) 450 s−1 βF =κFαF

Stationary buffer
Total concentration ([S]T) 300 �M [32]
Dissociation constant (κT =βT/αT) 2 �M [32]
On-rate (αS) 400 �M−1 s−1 [32]
Off-rate (βS) 800.0 s−1 [32]
Exogenous mobile buffers Present only forFig. 10
Diffusion coefficient (DCaF) 200 (BAPTA), 200 EGTA) �m2 s−1 [31]
Dissociation constant (κM =βM/αM) 0.16 (BAPTA), 0.15 (EGTA) �M [31]
On-rate (αM) 500 (BAPTA), 5 (EGTA) �M−1 s−1 [31]
Off-rate (βM) 80 (BAPTA), 0.75 (EGTA) s−1 [31]

Ca2+ channel
Maximum Ca2+ current (IMax) 0.1 pA [13,14]
Extracellular Ca2+ concentration [Ca2+]Ex 6000 �M [13,14]

Values were taken from published literature where indicated.

The model includes the following species: cytosolic free
Ca2+ ions, (Ca2+); stationary cytosolic buffer, in free (S) and
Ca2+-bound forms (CaS); cytosolic Ca2+ indicator in free
(Fluo) and Ca2+-bound forms (FluoCa). FluoCa, in princi-
ple, represents any generic fluorescent Ca2+ indicator dye;
but here we selected parameter values (Table 1) appropriate
for Fluo-4 dextran, as we use this for experimental studies
[13,14]. Additionally, in the case of the simulation ofFig. 10
we introduced a further mobile cytosolic buffer (M).

We consider the reactions of stationary buffer S, mobile
buffer M and indicator Fluo with free Ca2+:

[Ca2+] + [X]
αX
�
βX

[CaX] (1)

where X represents S, M or Fluo;α, forward binding rate;
andβ, the backward binding rate.

The reaction–diffusion equations are then described as fol-
lows: for free Ca2+ with diffusion coefficientD,

∂[Ca2+]

∂t
= D∇2[Ca2+] + δ0JCh + βS[CaS]

− αS[Ca2+]([S]T − [CaS])+ βF[FluoCa]

− αF[Ca2+]([Fluo]T − [FluoCa])+ βM[CaM]

in which the channel distribution functionδ0 = 1 at the grid
element containing the channel, otherwiseδ0 = 0; for FluoCa
with diffusion coefficientDFluoCa,

∂[FluoCa]

∂t
= DFluoCa∇2[FluoCa]+ αF[Ca2+]([Fluo]T

− [FluoCa])− βF[FluoCa] (3)

for the Ca2+-bound mobile buffer with diffusion coefficient
DCaM,

∂[CaM]

∂t
= DCaM∇2[CaM]

+ αM[Ca2+]([M] T − [CaM]) − βM[CaM] (4)

and for the Ca2+-bound stationary buffer,

∂[CaS]

∂t
= αS[Ca2+]([S]T − [CaS])− βS[CaS] (5)

The total concentrations for Ca2+ indicator, mobile buffer
and stationary buffer are [Fluo]T, [M] T and [S]T, respectively.
We assume that the diffusion coefficients of the free and Ca-
bound forms of the indicator and mobile buffer are equal.
Thus, the concentration at any location of the free species is
g form
− αM[Ca2+]([M] T − [CaM]) (2)
 iven by subtracting the concentrations of the Ca-bound
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from the total, and we do not explicitly consider the diffusion
of free Fluo or free mobile buffer.

The channel flux is expressed as:

JCh = ICh

2FδV
(6)

whereF = 9.65× 10−11 C fmol−1; δV is the small cytosolic
volume around the channel pore, and the single-channel cur-
rentICh is given by:

ICh = vCh([Ca2+]Ex − [Ca2+]) (7)

where [Ca2+]Ex is the extracellular concentration (set to
6 mM), [Ca2+] is the concentration at the cytosolic side of
the channel andvCh is the conductance of channel for Ca2+.
We define the channel current in terms of the maximum value
(IMax) that would flow immediately on opening of the chan-
nel which, because the resting free cytosolic [Ca2+]Rest is
negligible (50 nM), is given by:

IMax = vCh[Ca2+]Ex (8)

The resting concentrations of [FluoCa], [CaS] and
[CaM] are read, respectively, as [Fluo]T/(1 +κF/[Ca2+]Rest),
[S]T/(1 +κS/[Ca2+]Rest), and [M]T/(1 +κM/[Ca2+]Rest);
whereκF, κS andκM are, respectively, the Ca2+ dissociation
c 2+ 2+
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(z= 0), so the resulting confocal spot would appear as one
half of the ‘football’ shape (Fig. 5A). Then the confocal sig-
nal (Con) that would result at any point (x0, y0, z0 = 0) can be
calculated as:

Con(x0, y0)

= 1

VCon

∫∫∫
dxdydz[FluoCa](x, y, z)

× exp

(
− (x − x0)2

λx

− (y − y0)2

λy

)
exp

(
− z2

λz

)
(9)

with λx =λy = 0.0325�m2 and λz= 0.231�m2 chosen to
match experimentally observed widths (full-width at half-
maximal amplitude: FWHM) of 300 nm lateral and 800 nm
in the axial dimension, andVCon defined as the weighted cy-
tosolic volume:

VCon =
∫∫∫

dxdydzexp

(
−x2

λx

− y2

λy

)
exp

(
− z2

λz

)
(10)

The confocal signal (Con) has units of concentration: i.e.�M.
In the case of TIRFM, the p.s.f. again follows a Gaussian

function in the lateral plane, but decays exponentially in the
axial (z) dimension (Fig. 5B). The TIRFM signal (TIR) that
at any point (x0, y0) is thus given by:

w -
c nm
a
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V
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N

w
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n ore,
w
t

A

onstants for Fluo, stationary Cabuffer and mobile Ca
uffer.

The finite difference method was used to solve the a
artial differential equations. To achieve a workable com

ation time (1 h to simulate 40 ms of model time with a 3 G
entium) we used a time incrementt = 0.5�s and spatia
tepx= 50 nm, so that the cytosolic space was represe
y a lattice of 81× 81× 41 grid elements. Our principle a
as to model the distribution of [FluoCa] signals, and t
sing smaller values ofx or t gave similar results for th
arameter. However, a spatial step of 50 nm was too c

o accurately represent the distribution of free [Ca2+] close
o the channel (cf.Fig. 1C).

.2. Calculation of fluorescence signals

The model simulates the changes in [FluoCa] that o
n four dimensions (x,y, z, time) as a result of the openi
f a single plasma membrane Ca2+ channel. To predict th
esulting changes in fluorescence that would be image
ifferent modes of microscopic imaging we assumed tha
rescence is linearly proportional to [FluoCa]—specifica

hat free Fluo is non-fluorescent—and calculated a weig
verage of [FluoCa] throughout a cytosolic volume co
ponding to the microscope point-spread function (p.s.f

Representative p.s.f.’s of confocal and TIRF microsco
re illustrated inFig. 5A and B. Confocal microscopy yield
.s.f. resembling an (American) football, weighted as a G
ian distribution in space, but with greater axial than la
idth (Fig. 5A). For the present simulations we assumed

he microscope was focused in the plane of the memb
TIR(x0, y0)

= 1

VTIR

∫∫∫
dxdydz[FluoCa](x, y, z)

× exp

(
− (x − x0)2

σx

− (y − y0)2

σy

)
exp

(
− z

γz

)
(11)

ith σx =σy = 0.0225�m2 andγz= 0.15�m2 chosen to repli
ate the experimentally observed lateral FWHM of 250
nd an e-fold decline over 150 nm in the axial direction.VTIR

s again defined as the weighted volume at the origin po

TIR =
∫∫∫

dxdydz exp

(
−x2

σx

− y2

σy

)
exp

(
− z

γz

)
(12)

The resting concentration of [FluoCa] is given
Fluo]T/(1 +κF/[Ca2+]Rest) and the average number of rest
FluoCa] molecules in volumeV can then be estimated as

Rest(V ) = ρA
[Fluo]TV

1 + κF/[Ca2+]Rest
(13)

hereρA = 602.2�M−1 fl−1, Avogadro’s number.
Ca2+ ions entering the cytosol space through an open c

el result in a gradient of [FluoCa] around the channel p
ith an average concentration for different volumesV cen-

ered on the pore given by

ve[FluoCa](V ) = 1

V

∫ l

−l

dx

∫ l

−l

dy

∫ l

0
dz [FluoCa](x, y, z)

(14)
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with the rectangular volumes defined as:

V =
∫ l

−l

dx

∫ l

−l

dy

∫ l

0
dz = 4l3 (15)

Then the total number of FluoCa molecules in volumeV
becomes:

N(V ) = ρA Ave[FluoCa](V) V (16)

4.3. Molecular shot noise

Deterministic modeling gives a measure of the mean num-
ber of molecules within a given volume, but in real life the ac-
tual number fluctuates around this mean. The FluoCa signal
is the change in FluoCa fluorescence: i.e.N(V)− NRest(V).
From statistical dynamics, the standard deviation of this
molecular shot noise is given by

√
N(V ), so that the signal-

to-noise ratio (SNR) of a FluoCa signal can be defined as:

SNR= N(V ) − NRest(V )√
N(V )

(17)

To include the presence of molecular shot noise in simu-
lations of SCCaFTs (Fig. 12), we generated Gaussian white
noise with a standard deviation equal to the instantaneous
value ofN(V), filtered it with a time constant of 2.3 ms match-
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the other parameters in these simulations remained as given
in Table 1.

4.6. A note on SI prefixes

Our simulations concern low concentrations of substances
in exceedingly small volumes. We thus deal with quantities
much smaller than commonly encountered in biology, and
employ SI prefixes that may be unfamiliar. For convenience,
these are listed below:

Factor Name Symbol

10−15 femto f
10−18 atto a
10−21 zepto z
10−24 yocto y

For example, a concentration of 2�M in a volume of
1 al = 2 ymol (2× 10−24 mol; equivalent to a mean of roughly
1 atom or molecule).

5 2+
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ng the rate constant of initial decline of the SCCaFTs,
dded it to the result of the deterministic simulation.

.4. Photon shot noise

The Fluo signal is measured in terms of the numbe
mitted fluorescence photons that are detected during a
ampling interval. Statistical fluctuations in the numbe
hotons that are detected from each FluoCa molecule

ntroduce a further noise source. To simulate the presen
oth molecular and photon shot noise (Fig. 3D), we first
rated a series of random numbers having a binominal d
ution with meanNand standard deviation

√
N, representin

he numbers of FluoCa molecules within the measuring
me during any given sampling interval. For each individ
luoCa molecule we then generated a random numbe
esenting the number of detected photons arising from
olecule, using a Poisson distribution with meanf. The sum
f detected photons arising from all the FluoCa molec

hus represents the fluorescence signal during each sam
nterval.

.5. Selection of parameters

Table 1lists ‘standard’ parameter values used for sim
ions. These were selected as representative of experim
onditions used to image SCCaFTs arising through N-
a2+ channels expressed inXenopusoocytes[13,14]. The
ffects of variations in individual parameters were teste

he simulations ofFigs. 7–11. Unless otherwise indicat
l

. Simulating microdomains of free Ca and FluoCa
round an open channel

.1. Spatio-temporal distribution of free and
a2+-bound indicator around a channel

Fig. 1shows results simulating the time courses and sp
istributions of cytosolic free Ca2+ and Ca2+-bound indica

or (FluoCa) that would result from a 10 ms duration op
ng of a channel that passed a Ca2+ current of 0.1 pA. Th
ata were obtained using ‘standard’ parameters (Tab
amilies of curves in the kinetic plots (Fig. 1B and D) r
esent respective measurements of [Ca2+]free and [FluoCa
btained immediately next to the channel (within 1 grid
ment; 50 nm× 50 nm× 50 nm), and at grid elements at
reasing distances from the channel. Spatial plots (Fig
nd E) show corresponding radial profiles of concentra
way from the channel at the end of the channel openin
t different times after it closed.

An immediate observation is that changes in free [C2+]
re very large adjacent to the channel mouth (>15�M), and
apidly track the channel opening and closing (half-time
ise and fall both faster than 0.1 ms,Fig. 1A). Moreover
he microdomain of free Ca2+ (SCCaT) is highly localize
full-width at half-maximal amplitude, FWHM <80 nm
he end of the opening) and collapses within a few
iseconds of the channel closing without spreading be
bout 200 nm (Fig. 1C). In marked contrast, the corresp

ng profiles of [FluoCa] are appreciably blurred in time
pace (Fig. 1D and E). At the end of the opening the
ial spread (FWHM = 270 nm) is about >3 times greater
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that of the free Ca2+ gradient that drives it and, even at the
central grid element, the kinetics of Ca2+-bound indicator
are much slower, with half-rise and half-fall times of about
0.9 ms. As expected, these kinetics become even slower at
increasing distances from the channel. These results confirm
the intuitive expectation that Ca2+-dependent signals with
the largest dynamic range (greatest change in Ca2+-bound
indicator concentration) and fastest kinetics are obtained by
restricting fluorescence measurements to a small volume im-
mediately around the channel mouth. In practice, of course,
the sampling volume is necessarily constrained, both by op-
tical diffraction and the need to sample an adequate number
of indicator molecules.

5.2. Effect of sampling volume on signal kinetics

We thus explored the effects of sampling the Ca2+-
dependent fluorescence from cytosolic volumes of various
sizes, centered around the mouth of a channel that opened
for 10 ms. Because indicator dyes such as Fluo-4 are al-
most non-fluorescent in the absence of Ca2+, we consider the
mean [FluoCa] throughout the volume as a linear measure of
fluorescence.

Fig. 2A and B illustrate the changes in magnitude and
kinetics of [FluoCa] resulting from progressive increases in
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Fig. 2. Fluorescence signals (expressed as mean FluoCa concentration) as
recorded from volumes of increasing size around a channel that opens for
10 ms with a Ca2+ current of 0.1 pA. (A) Measurements of [FluoCa] av-
eraged throughout half-cubic regions (i.e.x=y= 1/2z) of various volumes
ranging from 125 zl (1.25× 10−19 l) to 33.6 fl (3.3× 10−14 l) centered on
the channel. The latter volume encompasses the entire space of the model
simulation, and is equivalent to a wide-field fluorescence recording. (B) The
same data, replotted after normalizing peak amplitudes to better compare
differences in kinetics. (C) Influence of sampling volume on decay kinetics
of the fluorescence signal. Data were obtained from single-exponential fits
to the initial decay phase (first 3 ms) of traces like those in (B).

tion of 40�M this grows from a mean of only about four
molecules within a volume of 1 al, to a maximum of about
300 with volumes >1 fl that are large enough to encompass
virtually all of the signal. Corresponding numbers for a total
Fluo concentration of 500�M are 20–1500 molecules.

Owing to stochastic fluctuations, the instantaneous num-
ber of molecules within a given volume will be distributed
around these mean values, following a binominal distribution
with a standard deviation equal to the square-root of the mean.
The magnitude of this ‘molecular shot noise’ (i.e.

√
N(V ) in

Eq. (17)) is plotted inFig. 3B as a function of the sampling
volume. Note that, unlike the mean signal (N(V)–NRest(V)),
which reaches a plateau at larger volumes, the noise con-
tinues to increase. This is because the resting free [Ca2+]
(50 nM) results in a resting level of [FluoCa], so that larger
volumes encompass increasing numbers of ‘basal’ FluoCa
molecules that contribute noise without adding any signal.
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) predicted by Eq.(17) thus
shows a biphasic dependence on sampling volume (Fig. 3C).
ampling volume from a single model grid element (volu
f 125 zl; 1.25× 10−19 l) to the entire model volume (33.6
quivalent to the sum of wide-field fluorescence from an

ire cell). Smaller volumes gave signals that were both la
nd faster. As a way to characterize the kinetic resolu
e measured the rate constant of the initial decline of
al following channel closure. Although the signal deca
omplex and follows multiple exponential components,
nitial component is well described by a single-exponen
nd corresponds roughly to the half-maximum threshold

erion commonly used to define channel openings in ele
hysiological records.Fig. 2C shows the dependence of

nitial decay rate constant on sampling volume. The temp
esolution degraded only modestly with increases in vol
p to about 0.1 fl, but then showed a more abrupt decli
reater volumes.

.3. Molecular shot noise

Deterministic (noise-free) simulations such as thos
ig. 2make it clear that smaller sampling volumes have
antages of increasing both the kinetic resolution and
agnitude of the FluoCa concentration change. How

maller volumes obviously encompass a smaller totalamoun
f FluoCa, so that stochastic fluctuations in the numbe
luoCa molecules will introduce a greater proportion
oise.Fig. 3A plots the fluorescence signal resulting fr
10 ms channel opening in terms of the increase in n

er of FluoCa molecules sensed within different rectang
easuring volumes (Eq.(16)). For a total Fluo concentr
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Fig. 3. Signal-to-noise ratio as functions of sampling volume and number of
photons detected per Fluo molecule. (A–C) Effect of molecular shot noise on
signal-to-noise ratio. Data are shown for indicator concentrations ([Fluo]T)
of 40�M (open symbols) and 500�M (filled symbols). (A) Plot shows the
increase in mean number of FluoCa molecules resulting from a channel
opening (0.1 pA Ca2+ current for 10 ms) when sampled through increas-
ing volumes around the channel. (B) Corresponding change in signal noise
with different sampling volumes, calculated as the square-root of the mean
number of molecules. Note that this calculation includes ‘basal’ FluoCa
molecules at the resting free cytosolic [Ca2+], in addition to those resulting
from Ca2+ influx through the channel. (C) Signal-to-noise ratio as set by
molecular shot noise, calculated by dividing data in (A) by those in (B). (D)
Signal-to-noise ratio including the effects of both molecular and photon shot
noise. Curves show the overall signal-to-noise ratio for various numbers of
Fluo molecules in the sampling volume (indicated at right) as a function of
the mean number (f) of detected photons per molecule per sampling interval.
Data were generated as described in Section 4.4.

Progressive increases in volume at first give an improved
signal-to-noise ratio as greater numbers of ‘signal’ FluoCa
molecules are sampled, but ratio then degrades because th
signal approaches a maximum while the noise contributed by
‘basal’ FluoCa molecules continues to grow. For the param-
eters used here, an optimal signal-to-noise ratio is achieved
with a sampling volume of 0.3 fl for both low (40�M) and
high (500�M) concentrations of total Fluo, but the ratio is
better (about 20) with the high concentration than with the
low concentration (about 12).

Selection of an appropriate sampling volume for optical
single-channel recording thus involves a compromise. The
minimum degradation of the signal-to-noise ratio is obtained
with a volume around 0.3 fl (and there is no advantage in
considering larger volumes), but smaller volumes provide
better kinetic resolution.

5.4. Photon shot noise

Although noise arising from statistical variation in num-
bers of Fluo molecules in the measuring volume sets a fun-
damental limit to the attainable signal-to-noise ratio of SC-
CaFTs, statistical variation in the number of detected photons
arising from each FluoCa molecule introduces a further mul-
tiplicative source of noise. To explore how this photon shot
noise affects the overall signal-to-noise ratio, we derived a
family of curves (Fig. 3D) showing the effects of varying the
fluorescence factor (f: the mean number of detected photons
per FluoCa molecule per sampling period) for different mean
numbers (Nmean) of FluoCa molecules. These simulations in-
dicate that the mean amplitude of the fluorescence signal is
Nmeanf, and its standard deviation approaches

√
Nf for f � 1

and
√

Nf for f 	 1. Thus, the overall signal-to-noise ratio is√
N for f � 1, being limited solely by molecular shot noise;

but varies as
√

Nf for f 	 1.
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In practical terms, the noise level in fluorescence rec
ngs of SCCaFTs will be determined almost entirely

olecular shot noise as long as the fluorescence em
an be made strong enough to produce a mean of thr
ore detected photons per FluoCa molecule. On the
and, photon shot noise becomes appreciable at lower v
f f, and the signal-to-noise ratio degrades to about one
f the molecular shot noise limit forf = 0.3.

.5. Signal mass revisited

We concentrate on imaging single-channel Ca2+ signals
rom very small volumes around the channel. However, a
ifferent experimental approach involves summing the
uorescence throughout a large surrounding volume[1,7,9].
his signal mass has generally been assumed to be p

ional to a time integral of Ca2+ flux through the channe
rovided that Ca2+ sequestration and extrusion mechani
re slow on the time scale under consideration[1,9,11,18,19]
owever, simulation results inFig. 4 indicate that this as
umption is not quite correct, owing to non-instantane
quilibration of Ca2+ between buffers.

The sum oftotal Ca2+ throughout the model volume fo
ows the expected integral of Ca2+ flux: that is to say, it in
reases linearly while the channel passes a constant cu
nd then remains at a fixed plateau level after the cha
loses (Fig. 4A). However, while the summed concentra
f FluoCa follows approximately the same pattern, it sho
mall dip after the channel closes (Fig. 4C). This results
e-equilibration of Ca2+ between the indicator and the imm
ile cellular buffer (Fig. 4B), and is more marked with hig
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Fig. 4. Summation of Ca2+ signals throughout the model volume to obtain
signal mass. (A–C) Signal mass is not an exact measure of integrated Ca2+

flux through a channel. Simulations show the kinetics of total Ca2+, Ca2+-
bound to immobile buffer, and FluoCa2+, summed throughout the entire
model volume (33.6 fl) in response to a single-channel opening of 0.1 pA
for 10 ms. (A) Total Ca2+ is an integral of Ca2+ flux. (B) Redistribution of
Ca2+-bound to immobile buffer after channel closure, plotted for immobile
buffer concentrations of 0.3, 1 and 5 mM (marked, respectively, by solid,
dotted and dashed curves). Inset shows an expanded view of the main traces
after vertical alignment at the time of channel closure (marked by arrow). (C)
Corresponding kinetics of volume-averaged [FluoCa] (signal mass). Traces
for different immobile buffer concentrations are normalized to the same peak
amplitude. (D) Derivation of channel kinetics by differentiation of signal
mass.Upper panelsshow changes in signal mass (expressed as increase in
[FluoCa]) in response to a single 10 ms channel opening of 0.1 pA (left)
and to two openings of 20 ms separated by a 5 ms closing (right). Smooth
black lines are deterministic simulations, superimposed grey traces are after
addition of Gaussian noise equal to 10% of the peak signal with the 10 ms
opening.Lower panelsshow the results of differentiating the above traces.
Vertical scale is arbitrary.

immobile buffer concentrations (dashed traces,Fig. 4B and
C). Calibration of signal mass in terms of absolute Ca2+ cur-
rents may thus require additional care in cells that have high
endogenous buffering capacity.

Because the signal mass approximates an integral of Ca2+

flux, it should be possible to recreate the flux kinetics by
differentiating the signal mass. Indeed, this approach works
well for noiseless records of signal mass, as illustrated by the
smooth black traces inFig. 4D, showing reconstruction of a
single 10 ms opening and two 20 ms openings separated by

a 5 ms closing. The channel openings and closings are well
resolved (better, in fact, than with local fluorescence measure-
ments like those inFig. 2A), although with some overshoot
and undershoot as a result of the Ca2+ re-equilibration de-
scribed above. A major problem, however, is that differentia-
tion greatly accentuates any noise in the original record. The
practical utility of this approach remains to be determined
but, as illustrated by the grey traces inFig. 4D, satisfactory
results were still obtained after adding an arbitrary level of
noise (10% of the peak signal resulting from the 10 ms chan-
nel opening) to the signal mass traces.

6. Simulation of SCCaFTs as imaged by confocal and
TIRF microscopy

Several optical techniques exist that are capable of mon-
itoring fluorescence with high time resolution from sub-
femtolitre volumes. Among these, single-channel Ca2+ sig-
nals have been experimentally recorded using confocal mi-
croscopy[10,13,24] and TIRF microscopy[14]. We thus
simulated the fluorescence signals that would be obtained
with these techniques by monitoring the FluoCa concentra-
tion around a channel as weighted by the p.s.f. of the mi-
croscope (i.e. Eqs.(9) and(11)), rather than throughout an
arbitrary rectangular volume as inFig. 2.
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Representative p.s.f.’s of confocal and TIRF microsco
re illustrated inFig. 5A and B. With high-aperture obje

ive lenses, as typically used for single-channel imaging
onfocal spot has a full width at half-maximum amplitu
FWHM) of about 0.3�m in the lateral plane and 0.8�m
n the axial dimension (Fig. 5A)[13]. For the present sim
ations we assumed that the microscope was focused
lane of the membrane, so the resulting confocal spot w
ppear as one half of the ‘football’ shape (Fig. 5A). TI
icroscopy provides a slightly better (ca. 0.25�m FWHM)

ateral resolution[14], but the major improvement over co
ocal microscopy lies in its enhanced axial resolution.
vanescent field formed by total-internal reflection decl
xponentially with distance, so that fluorescence signal
eighted exponentially along thez-axis with a space consta
f about 0.1�m (Fig. 5B) [25].

Fig. 5C shows kinetic profiles of fluorescence signals
ulting from a 10 ms channel opening as they would be
ected by confocal and TIRF microscopy, together with m
urements from a central 50 nm× 50 nm× 50 nm grid ele
ent (grey traces). The decay of fluorescence signal fo

ng channel closure is appreciably slower with both mi
cope modalities than the ‘ideal’ signal at the channel grid
IRFM offers somewhat better kinetic resolution than c

ocal microscopy (ca. 3.5 ms versus 6 ms half-decay ti
n terms of spatial (lateral) resolution of SCCaFTs ther
elatively little difference between confocal and TIRF
roscopy, and the p.s.f.’s of both give a fluorescence s
hat is appreciably broader than the underlying distribu
f FluoCa (Fig. 5D).
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7. Factors determining the resolution of SCCaFTs
imaged by TIRFM

In the following sections we concentrate on the charac-
teristics of TIRFM, as we believe that this methodology has
practical[2,14], as well as theoretical (Fig. 5) advantages over
confocal microscopy for imaging single plasma membrane
channel Ca2+ channels. We thus simulate the fluorescence
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signals that would be obtained by TIRFM by computing the
weighted mean [FluoCa] throughout the p.s.f. of the micro-
scope.

7.1. Depletion of extracellular Ca2+

Before investigating the intracellular Ca2+ signals result-
ing from channel opening, we first addressed a potential prac-
tical problem associated with TIRFM imaging: namely, that
the plasma membrane of the cell must be closely apposed
to the microscope coverglass, and thus restricts the extra-
cellular fluid to a thin sheet sandwiched between the mem-
brane and glass. Ca2+ influx through channels might thus
result in local depletion of extracellular Ca2+, thereby reduc-
ing the single-channel Ca2+ current itself. To estimate the
extent of this depletion, we simulated the profile of extra-
cellular [Ca2+] around the mouth of an open channel car-
rying a current of 0.1 pA for 100 ms, assuming free diffu-
sion (D= 200�m2 s−1) within a film of extracellular fluid
(40�m× 40�m× 50 nm deep) containing 6 mM Ca2+. As
shown inFig. 6, depletion of extracellular Ca2+ is restricted
to <1�m around an open channel and, most significantly, re-
ig. 5. Simulation of SCCaFTs imaged by confocal and TIRF microscopy.
A and B) Diagrams illustrating the three-dimensional point-spread func-
ions of confocal and TIRF microscopes that were used to derive weighted
verages of [FluoCa] in the model simulations. (A) The p.s.f. of a confocal
icroscope utilizing an oil-immersion objective (NA = 1.35) is distributed as
aussian functions with widths (FWHM) of about 300 nm laterally (xandy
imensions) and 800 nm in the axial (z) dimension. For simulating cytosolic
a2+ signals delineated by the plasma membrane we assumed an axial p.s.f.
orresponding to the upper half of the Gaussian function. (B) The p.s.f. of
TIRF microscope with an objective lens of NA = 1.45. The lateral p.s.f.

s described by a Gaussian of width (FWHM) 250 nm. The axial sensitivity
eclines exponentially, with a space constant of about 100 nm. (C) Simula-

ion of SCCaFT kinetics recorded using confocal (dotted trace) and TIRFM
dashed trace) imaging modes. Model parameters are the same as in Fig. 2B
nd a record representing [FluoCa] at the channel grid element (grey trace)

s replotted from that figure for comparison. Data are normalized to the same
eak height. (D) Lateral spread of [FluoCa] at the end of a 10 ms channel
pening (grey trace), and corresponding distributions of normalized Ca2+-
ependent fluorescence as imaged after blurring by p.s.f.’s corresponding to
onfocal (open symbols) and TIRF microscopes (filled symbols).
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ig. 6. Depletion of Ca2+ in the thin extracellular fluid film is minimal during
IRFM imaging of single-channel events. (A) Spatial profiles of [Ca2+] in a
0 nm thick film of extracellular fluid around the mouth of a channel passing
Ca2+ current of 0.1 pA. Solid curves of increasing width show profiles 1,
0, 50 and 100 ms following opening of the channel. Dotted curves show
rofiles 10 and 50 ms after the channel closed. (B) Temporal profiles showing
hanges in extracellular [Ca2+] during a 100 ms channel opening (marked
y bar), measured in 50 nm square grid elements centered on the channel
outh and at the indicated distances away from the channel.
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Fig. 7. Simulation of TIRFM SCCaFTs for different single-channel Ca2+

currents and channel open durations. Simulations were performed using the
‘standard’ model parameters and TIRFM imaging parameters listed in Table
1. (A) Simulated TIRFM signals in response to 10 ms channel openings with
single-channel currents ranging between 0.005 and 1 pA, as indicated. Data
are expressed as a weighted average of the [FluoCa] increase throughout the
TIRFM sampling volume; a measure that corresponds linearly to experimen-
tally observed fluorescence. (B) SCCaFT kinetics for different durations of
channel openings (indicated in ms), with a constant Ca2+ current of 0.1 pA.
(C and D) Spatial width and peak amplitude of SCCaFTs as a function of
single-channel Ca2+ current, plotted for channel open durations of 10 ms
(squares), 20 ms (triangles) and 50 ms (circles).

sults in a negligible (ca. 1%) drop in [Ca2+] from 6 to 5.95 mM
even in the immediate vicinity of the channel. In the following
simulations we thus assume that extracellular [Ca2+] remains
constant at 6 mM.

7.2. TIRFM SCCaFTs as a function of single-channel
current and open duration

Ideally, fluorescence signals should provide a measure that
is linearly proportional to single-channel Ca2+ current over
a wide range of currents and channel open durations.Fig. 7
shows the results of simulations to explore these relation-
ships. SCCaFTs (i.e. [FluoCa] weighted by the TIRFM p.s.f.)
resulting from single-channel currents varying between 0.01
and 1 pA with constant (10 ms) duration are shown inFig. 7A,
whereasFig. 7B illustrates simulations where the current was
fixed at 0.1 pA while the channel opening duration was varied
between 0.1 and 100 ms.

Selected measurements from such simulations show the
dependence of the spatial width (Fig. 7C) and peak ampli-
tude (Fig. 7D) of SCCaFTs on single-channel current for
open durations of 10, 20 and 50 ms. The amplitude of the flu-
orescence signal increases progressively with single-channel
current for all durations, but a reasonably linear relationship
holds only for currents up to about 0.2 pA. Moreover, the peak
fluorescence amplitude is strongly affected by the channel
open duration, such that a 10 ms opening results in a signal
little more than one-half of the steady-state value (Fig. 7B).
The spatial width (FWHM) of SCCaFTs increases with both
increasing current and open duration, but the dependence is
quite shallow and the FWHM changes only within a range of
about 0.5–1.0�m from very small, brief channel openings to
a current of 1 pA for 50 ms.

7.3. Effects of indicator concentration

Results presented above (Fig. 3) indicate that the avail-
able number of FluoCa molecules in the imaging volume
is a major factor determining the signal-to-noise ratio with
which SCCaFTs can be recorded. Moreover, the kinetics of
the fluorescence signal depend strongly on the binding of
Ca2+ to Fluo, and the subsequent diffusion of FluoCa from
the measuring volume. We thus investigate the effects of sys-
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SCCaFTs evoked by a 0.1 pA, 10 ms channel openin
imulated inFig. 8A for Fluo concentrations ([Fluo])T be-
ween 1�M and 10 mM, and the inset shows the same
fter normalizing to the same peak amplitude to facili
omparison of kinetics. Higher total concentrations of F
esult in larger signals, and speed the kinetics of SCCaF
hat the fluorescence more closely tracks the channel o
ng and closing. The speeding arises because most Ca2+ ions
ntering through the channel bind rapidly to Fluo molecu
ather than to immobile buffer, and free diffusion of Fluo
esults in a rapid decay of local fluorescence after the c
el closes. Conversely, most Ca2+ ions will bind to immobile
uffer at low indicator concentrations, resulting in slow
uorescence kinetics because diffusion of Ca2+ is hampere
y repeated rebinding to the stationary buffer.

The signal amplitude increases non-linearly with [FluT
filled symbols,Fig. 8B), and approaches a maximum at c
entrations above about 1 mM where the availability of C2+

ons becomes limiting. Different from this, the signal-
oise ratio reaches a maximum at a Fluo concentratio
bout 500�M, and actually degrades at higher concen

ions (open symbols,Fig. 8B). The reason for this is th
here is little further gain in ‘signal’ FluoCa molecules
ause most of the Ca2+ ions entering through the channel
lready bound, whereas increasing concentrations of
ontinue to bind increasing numbers of ‘basal’ Ca2+ ions at
he resting free concentration of 50 nM, and thus contri
dditional noise variance. Finally,Fig. 8C plots the deca
ate of SCCaFTs following channel closure as a functio
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Fig. 8. Dependence of fluorescence signals on intracellular concentration
of indicator dye. (A) Traces show TIRFM-weighted [FluoCa] signals in
response to a single-channel current of 0.1 pA for 10 ms with Fluo concen-
trations varying between 1 and 1000�M, as indicated. The inset shows the
same data after normalizing peak amplitudes so as to facilitate comparison
of rise and decay kinetics. (B) Peak amplitude (filled triangles) and signal-
to-noise ratio (open circles) of signals evoked by a 0.1 pA, 10 ms channel
current as functions of intracellular [Fluo]T. Data were obtained by simu-
lations employing a measuring volume of 0.3 fl, chosen to provide optimal
signal-to-noise ratio. (C) Corresponding initial decay rate of SCCaFTs as a
function of [Fluo]T.

[Fluo]T. This remains essentially constant for concentrations
up to about 100�M, but then increases nearly three-fold with
concentrations up to 10 mM as the concentration of indicator
becomes appreciable in comparison to the concentration of
immobile buffer sites.

These simulations were performed using parameters for
the Fluo indicator matching those of Fluo-4 dextran. With
this dye it appears that an intracellular concentration of
400–1000�M is likely to provide an optimum compromise
between signal-to-noise ratio and kinetic resolution.

7.4. Influence of indicator diffusion coefficient

Many Ca2+ indicator dyes are available as free salts, and
as various dextran conjugates. Given that the diffusion coef-
ficient of a molecule slows roughly in proportion to the cube
root of its molecular weight it is, therefore, possible to chose

Fig. 9. Effects of varying the diffusion coefficient and affinity of the indi-
cator dye. (A) Simulated SCCaFTs generated by a single-channel current
of 0.1 pA for 10 ms, imaged using indicator (total concentration = 40�M)
with diffusion coefficients (DCaF) varying between 0 and 500�m2 s−1, as
indicated. Inset shows the same traces, after normalizing to the same peak
amplitudes. (B) Equivalent results obtained with an intracellular indicator
concentration of 400�M. (C) Peak amplitude of SCCaFTs (single-channel
current of 0.1 pA for 10 ms) as a function ofDCaF for Fluo concentrations
of 40�M (open circles) and 400 mM (filled circles). (D) Initial decay rate
of SCCaFTs accelerates with increasingDCaF. Data show Fluo concentra-
tions of 40�M (open squares) and 400�M (filled squares). (E) Dependence
of SCCaFT amplitude (filled squares) and initial decay rate (open circles)
on affinity of the indicator. The affinity was changed by altering the rate
of Ca dissociation (βF) while maintaining the binding rate (αF) fixed at
150�M−1 s−1. DCaF was 15�m2 s−1.

among indicators whose diffusion coefficient varies over a
certain range.

Simulations of SCCaFTs imaged using indicator of vary-
ing diffusion coefficients, but otherwise identical properties,
are shown inFig. 9A and B for respective total indicator con-
centrations of 40 and 400�M. With both concentrations the
signal amplitude declines progressively with increasing dif-
fusion coefficient (Fig. 9C), because FluoCa molecules with
higher motility can diffuse more rapidly out of the measuring
volume. In terms of SCCaFT kinetics, changes in Fluo dif-
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fusion coefficient over a wide range have little effect when
using a low (40�M) indicator concentration, whereas the
decay rate is appreciably speeded with increasing diffusion
coefficient for the high (400�M) concentration (Fig. 9D).
The explanation for this is that only a small proportion of
Ca2+ ions entering through the channel will be captured by
Fluo if the indicator concentration is low, so that clearance of
Ca2+ from the measuring volume following channel closure is
largely determined by the diffusion of free Ca2+; whereas, as
noted previously, diffusion of FluoCa predominates at higher
indicator concentrations.

7.5. Indicator affinity

Fluorescent indicators are available with Ca2+ dissocia-
tion constants varying across a wide range from a few hun-
dred nM to tens of�M [26]. We thus performed simula-
tions to determine the optimal value for imaging SCCaFTs.
As illustrated inFig. 9E (filled symbols), the largest fluo-
rescence signals were obtained with a dissociation constant
around 1�M. Lower affinities (i.e. larger dissociation con-
stants) resulted in smaller signals because the dye bound less
Ca2+, whereas higher affinities resulted in an increasing pro-
portion of the indicator being bound by Ca2+ in the resting
state, leaving fewer dye molecules to respond to Ca2+ ions
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Fig. 10. Actions of exogenous mobile buffers with differing binding kinetics.
(A) Traces show simulated TIRFM-weighted [FluoCa] signals in response
to a single-channel current of 0.1 pA for 10 ms in the presence of differ-
ent intracellular concentrations (indicated in�M) of the fast mobile buffer
BAPTA. The inset shows the same data after normalizing peak amplitudes
so as to facilitate comparison of rise and decay kinetics. (B) Dependence
of SCCaFT amplitude (filled squares) and initial decay rate (open circles)
on BAPTA concentration. (C and D) Analogous data to (A) and (B), for the
slowly-binding buffer EGTA.

cause a greater proportion of the Ca2+ ions entering through
the channel rapidly complex to BAPTA and are thus unavail-
able to bind to Fluo. In parallel with this reduction in signal
amplitude, increasing concentrations of BAPTA accelerate
ntering through the channel. Moreover, the SCCaFT d
inetics slowed as the dissociation constant of the indic
as increased (Fig. 9E, open symbols), such that an op
ompromise between signal amplitude and kinetics prob
ies with dissociation constants between 1 and 5�M.

The dissociation constantκ is given by the ratio of the ra
onstant for Ca2+ unbinding (β) divided by the rate for Ca2+

inding (α). Although published values are available for
issociation constants of different indicators[26], this is only
arely the case for the rate constants[27]. For the simulation
n Fig. 9E we set the affinity by varyingβ while keepingα
xed at 150�M−1 s−1. In other simulations (not shown) w
aintained a fixed dissociation constant (3�M) while alter-

ng bothα andβ in parallel. In that case, SCCaFT amplitu
ncreased and their kinetics accelerated progressively wi
reases inα from about 10 to 1000�M−1 s−1, indicating tha
ore rapidly equilibrating indicators are preferable in te
f both signal-to-noise ratio and kinetics.

.6. Addition of mobile cytosolic Ca2+ buffers

For simplicity, the above simulations did not consider
obile cytosolic Ca2+ buffer other than the indicator dye

elf. To study the effects of endogenous mobile Ca2+-binding
roteins that might be present in a cell, and to explore th

ects of adding exogenous buffer, we simulated SCCaF
he presence of increasing concentrations of freely m
uffers with differing binding kinetics.

As expected, the addition of a buffer with rapid Ca2+ bind-
ng kinetics like BAPTA (Table 1) progressively reduces
mplitude of the fluorescence signals (Fig. 10A and B)
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the rise and decay kinetics of SCCaFTs (Fig. 10A and B),
acting as a ‘shuttle’ buffer with high diffusion coefficient to
rapidly carry Ca2+ ions away from the measuring volume.
Thus, cell types expressing low levels of endogenous mobile
buffer will provide larger SCCaFTs and, although BAPTA-
loading of a cell offers a way to improve the kinetic resolu-
tion of single-channel Ca2+ signals, this comes at expense of
a greatly reduced signal amplitude.

We also simulated the effects of introducing a mo-
bile buffer with slow binding kinetics like those of EGTA
(Table 1). As shown inFig. 10C and D, cytosolic concentra-
tions up to about 1 mM produced slight changes in SCCaFT
amplitude, kinetics and spatial spread. However, at a con-
centration of 5 mM the decay kinetics were speeded nearly
two-fold, with only a modest (ca. 30%) reduction in peak
amplitudes. High concentrations of EGTA may, therefore, be
experimentally useful to enhance kinetic resolution, and may
also help reduce the slow rise in baseline Ca2+-fluorescence
observed during repetitive channel openings[13,14].

7.7. Immobile Ca2+ buffer

Finally, we examined the results of varying the concen-
tration of immobile buffer, which was fixed at 300�M in all

F
n
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b

other simulations. As shown inFig. 11A and B, increasing
concentrations of immobile buffer reduced the amplitude of
SCCaFTs but, in contrast to mobile buffers, slowed rather
than accelerated their kinetics.

8. Discussion

The use of optical approaches to monitor single-channel
activity is still in its infancy, but imaging of local fluores-
cence signals (SCCaFTs) generated by Ca2+ influx through
individual, Ca2+-permeable membrane channels holds great
promise, and offers capabilities beyond those of existing elec-
trophysiological methods. The ultimate limits to the reso-
lution that can be achieved by such optical single-channel
recordings are set by the diffusion and binding of Ca2+

ions within the cytosolic microenvironment around a channel
mouth; processes that are reasonably well characterized and
are thus amenable to quantitative modeling. Here we used
simulations to help understand the generation of SCCaFTs,
and to aid the development of improved experimental imag-
ing methodologies.

8.1. Kinetic resolution
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ig. 11. Dependence of SCCaFTs on the cytosolic concentration of endoge-
ous, immobile Ca2+ buffer. (A) Traces show simulated TIRFM-weighted

FluoCa] signals in response to a single-channel current of 0.1 pA for 10 ms
n the presence of different intracellular concentrations of immobile buffer.
he inset shows the same data after normalizing peak amplitudes so as to

acilitate comparison of rise and decay kinetics. (B) Dependence of SCCaFT
mplitude (filled squares) and initial decay rate (open circles) on immobile
uffer concentration.
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C nd-
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F g the
fl g. 8),
w d the
A major goal is to develop techniques to image fluo
ence signal that track the opening and closing of indivi
hannels with a temporal resolution approaching that o
atch-clamp. The fundamental limit arises in the kinetic

he fluorescence signal itself, since fast c.c.d. camera
inescan or spinning-disc confocal microscopes can im
t rates of several hundred per second or better. Our
lations show that the kinetics of SCCaFTs recorded

ocalized cytosolic volumes improve progressively with
reasing size of the sampling volume. However, this invo
compromise, because smaller volumes encompass le
icator dye (Fluo), and thus provide smaller and noisier
als. Volumes around 0.1 fl appear to offer a good com
ise, and match well with the volumes of the ‘focal sp
chieved using confocal or TIRF microscopy. TIRFM p
its a smaller sampling volume, and hence better kin

esolution than does confocal microscopy, but this advan
s modest (Fig. 5C), and choice between the two moda
ies more with practical matters of implementation. TIR
annot be used to image intracellular channels deep (>
00 nm) within a cell, but for plasma membrane chan

t has advantages of simplicity and low cost, and is
tricted in temporal resolution only by the camera fra
ate.

In addition to the sampling volume, the kinetic resolu
s determined by several other factors, including the ra
a2+ binding to Fluo, and the diffusion of free- and bou
a2+ out of the sampling volume. Increasing the cytos
luo concentration has beneficial effects of both speedin
uorescence signals and increasing their amplitude (Fi
hereas indicators with faster diffusion coefficients spee
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kinetics but considerably reduce signal amplitude (Fig. 9C
and D). Addition of mobile exogenous buffer could also be
used to speed the signal kinetics, but again at the cost of a
reduced amplitude. In this regard, buffers with slow binding
kinetics like EGTA appear to represent a better compromise
than fast buffers such as BAPTA. Lastly, increasing amounts
of endogenous immobile cellular Ca2+ buffers diminish the
fluorescence signal and slow its kinetics, most especially by
accentuating the slow ‘tail’ of fluorescence decay after chan-
nel closure (Fig. 10C and D). Thus, imaging of SCCaFTs will
be facilitated in cell types that have relatively weak endoge-
nous buffering power.

Our simulations indicate that, under optimal conditions,
it should be possible to record SCCaFTs that track chan-
nel gating with a rate constant of roughly 500 s−1. This
is sufficient to resolve channel openings with durations of
one or a few ms, but would not be adequate, for exam-
ple, in the case of N-type voltage-gated channels that show
mean open times <1 ms. However, the processes that fil-
ter the fluorescence signals are reproducible and well char-
acterized so it may be possible to develop post hoc algo-
rithms to partially correct for the high-frequency roll-off,
in a manner analogous to the ‘boost’ circuits used to com-
pensate the restricted frequency response of patch-clamp
headstages.
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studying channel function that may not be a disadvantage
and, indeed, may have advantages such as suppressing Ca2+-
dependent channel inhibition.

It should be possible to minimize any further noise in-
troduced when using fluorescence imaging to sample the
number of Fluo molecules in the focal volume. Photonics
technology has now advanced to the point where single pho-
tons can be detected with high efficiency (quantum effi-
ciency 50–90%) and with virtually no dark noise or read-
out noise, using either intensified c.c.d. cameras or c.c.d.
cameras with on-chip electron multiplication[28]. The re-
maining additional source of noise then arises from statis-
tical variation in the number of photons detected. As illus-
trated inFig. 3D, this photon shot noise results in appreciable
degradation of the overall signal-to-noise ratio if the mean
number of photons detected during a given sampling inter-
val from each FluoCa molecule (f) is <1, but for values of
f > 3 the ratio closely approaches the limit set by molecular
shot noise. Even though the excitation intensities that can
be applied to living cells are severely limited by phototoxic-
ity and photobleaching, it appears that values off > 3 can be
readily achieved. For example, Zou et al.[9] report a fluores-
cence factorf of about 2.4 detected photons per Ca2+-bound
Fluo-3 molecule per 10 ms exposure time under the condi-
tions of their cellular imaging experiments. In that case, the
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.2. Signal-to-noise considerations

Our results (Fig. 3) indicate that the major noise so
n recording SCCaFTs is likely to be molecular shot n
nherent in the fluorescence signal itself. In order to ach
ood kinetic resolution, fluorescence must be monitored
mall cytosolic volumes (0.1 fl or less)—typically enco
assing no more than a few hundred FluoCa molec
tatistical fluctuations thus lead to noise (‘molecular
oise’), with a standard deviation equal to the square-ro

he mean number of molecules present. Because the te
al characteristics of this noise are determined by the s
rocesses that generate the signal itself (stochastic mo

ar binding and diffusion), it is unlikely that low-pass filte
ng in the frequency domain will achieve any substantial
rovement without unacceptable distortion. Strategies to
rove the signal-to-noise ratio, therefore, involve increa

he number of ‘signal’ FluoCa molecules within the samp
olume. Within a limited range this is possible by varying
ampling volume itself—for example, by integrating the
rescence over several adjacent pixels in a TIRFM im
owever, this involves a trade-off with degraded kinetic
lution and, beyond a certain point (volumes >about 0.

he signal-to-noise ratio actually begins to degrade becau
oise contributed by Fluo molecules binding ‘resting’ C2+

ons. Instead, a good solution is simply to increase th
al concentration of intracellular indicator, which results
mprovement in both signal-to-noise ratio (Fig. 8B) and in
etics (Fig. 8C). Higher Fluo concentrations will, of cou
erturb physiological Ca2+ signals—but for the purpose
-

redominant noise source will be molecular, and not
onic. A final caveat, however, is that this situation may
chieved only with relatively long sampling intervals—s
s the exposure times (typically several ms) of a c.c.d. ca
sed to image TIRFM signals. In a point-scanning conf
icroscope, much higher (ca. 1000×) fluorescence ex

ion intensities would be required to achieve a compar
alue of f within typical pixel dwell times only a few m
roseconds, risking problems of fluorophore saturation
hotodamage.

Noise considerations make an interesting contras
ween optical and electrophysiological means of mon
ng single-channel activity. The inherent noise in a sin
hannel current is small (because thousands of ions
cally flow per millisecond), and the major noise sour
rise in the external instrumentation—primarily the pa
ipette and the amplifier. Different from this, photons
e detected with little or no instrumental noise, and
ajor noise source arises within the cell from the sig

tself.

.3. Spatial resolution

A major advantage of single-channel imaging techniq
ver electro-physiological recording is that they provide
ial information, allowing individual channels to be mapp
nd tracked over time[7,13,14]. A very fine resolution
ossible. Simulations using our ‘standard’ conditions s

hat FluoCa spreads with a FWHM of only about 250
uring a 10 ms channel opening, so that the width of ex

mentally observed SCCaFTs (FWHM:∼600 nm,[13,14])
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is determined substantially by the microscope p.s.f. Thus, it
should be possible to separately resolve simultaneously open
channels as close as about 0.5�m, and cross-talk between
fluorescence measurements from channels more than about
1�m apart will be minimal. Moreover, under conditions of
low opening probability it is possible to define the centroid of
the SCCaFT arising from an isolated channel opening with a
much higher resolution, constrained only by noise consider-
ations and not by diffusion or diffraction.

8.4. Estimation of single-channel Ca2+ current
amplitudes

Patch-clamp records provide an unambiguous and abso-
lute measure of the current flowing through an individual
channel. In this regard, optical imaging of local fluorescence
signals is considerably inferior. Firstly, it is problematic to
calibrate SCCaFTs in terms of the absolute flux of Ca2+ ions
(i.e. Ca2+ current) through a channel, because the fluores-
cence depends on several poorly-characterized parameters
(including the microscope p.s.f., endogenous buffers, and
properties of the indicator within a cytosolic environment),
and is subject to non-linearities resulting from local satura-
tion of Fluo and endogenous buffers. The most practicable
experimental approach is to perform an empirical calibration,
s ion,
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Fig. 12. Simulated SCCaFTs, including molecular shot noise, evoked by a
sequence of stochastic channel openings. Parameters were chosen to provide
an optimal subjective compromise between kinetic resolution and signal-to-
noise ratio. Specifically: [Fluo]T = 500�M; DFluo = 50 �m2 s−1, cytosolic
[EGTA] = 2 mM; sampling volume increased to 0.03 fl by summing the sig-
nal throughout a grid of 5× 5 adjacent pixels at 50 nm spacings, with each
pixel representing the TIRFM p.s.f. See Section 4.2 for further details. The
upper trace shows representative stochastic openings of a single-channel.
The lower trace shows the resulting fluorescence signals, scaled both as the
average Fluo concentration within the sampling volume (left axis), and as
a fluorescence ratio change (F/F0: right axis) relative to the resting fluo-
rescence with the channel closed. The shortest channel opening (marked by
asterisk) had a duration of 1 ms.

8.5. Conclusion

To demonstrate the potential capabilities of optical single-
channel recording, we show inFig. 12simulated SCCaFTs
arising from a sequence of channel openings. The simulation
includes noise arising from molecular fluctuations, and the
imaging parameters (indicator concentration, sampling vol-
ume, addition of EGTA, etc.) were chosen to give a good
subjective compromise between kinetic speed and signal-to-
noise ratio. This illustration thus represents the optimal reso-
lution that may be obtained with ‘raw’ fluorescence records,
and further improvement may be possible by post-processing
to partially correct for low-pass filtering inherent in the local
Fluo signal. Published experimental records[1–3,7–14,24]
do not approach this level of resolution, but there appear to
be no fundamental limitations or technical hurdles that would
prevent its practical attainment. We thus believe that fluo-
rescence imaging techniques hold great promise for single-
channel studies of the numerous types of ion channels that
display significant Ca2+ permeability.
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